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By for participation in the 
Second Security, Stability, and Resiliency of the DNS 

Review Team 

1. Current and position: 

Engineer, National Telecom Regulatory Authority, 
Deputy Manager .masr (EGYPT) IDN ccTLD. 

2. peofwo ed 1 above and declaration of relationships 
with entities hold ancial (or declarable) Interest ANN. 

The position involves llJl:1ln<t~UI~ ,administering .masr IDN ccTLD "weh,db,whois,DNS 

servers" , and support our registrars. 

Linux administrator. 

Tecbnical support in Entrepreneurship center. 

Have many published application like dnsec.eg, igfarab.org .... etc 


To the best my .."'"" .....,".. and belief, there is no relationships with .....'nn."'~ bolding a 

Financial (or declarable) in ICANN 


ownership or senior managemen 
or other firms that are intere 

with which ICANN has a transac 

4. Are you, or a company you work for: 
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5. any pe commercial interest in 
ent outcomes or the outcomes of this SSR2 

represent 0 in any PDP or other ICANN 

6 Geograp c Region associated with the domic of volunteer (Africa, 
North America, Latin America/Caribbean, Asia/Australia/Pac c and 
Europe): A A 

7. Stakeholder G ACs, SOs, CCWGs or other RTs in which you 
currently within ICANN: TF-AIDN "Task-Force A IC IDN" 

http:igfarab.org
http:dnsec.eg


8. Formal Statement of Affirmation to the SSR2 Review Team Conflict of 
Interest Policy (DRAFT attached) and as modified and adopted by the SSR2
Review Team at a future date. 

Affirmation 
I,Abdalmonem Tharwat Galila, hereby affirm that I have received a copy of the SSR2 
Review Team Conflict of Interest Policy (DRAFT _ th July 2016); have read and understand 
the Policy; and agree to comply with this DRAFT Policy, and as modified and adopted by the 
SSR2-Review Team at a future date. 
Except as described above, I have no (i) ownership or investment interest in any entity with 
which ICANN has an existing or proposed transaction, contract, dispute, or other 
arrangement; (ii) a compensation arrangement with any entity or individual with which 
ICANN has a transaction, contract, dispute, or other arrangement; and (iii) a potential 
ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement with, any entity or 
individual with which ICANN is negotiating a transaction, contract, dispute, or other 
arrangement. 
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